Department of Women Education organized an extension lecture in collaboration with the Department of History on 2 June, 2022, in the Seminar Hall of School of Arts and Social Sciences Building. **Dr. Sarah Fatima Waheed, Fulbright Scholar** was the resource person. She had spoken on the topic **Chand Bibi Sultan: A Warrior Queen of Deccan**. Speaking in length, Dr. Sarah focused on Chand Bibi’s life, legacies and contributions in defending the sultanate of Ahmednagar. Despite being facing resistance from both inside and outside, she ruled on two states Ahmednagar & Bijapur with great prudence and intelligence and successfully defeated the Mughal forces at many places.

Dr. Sarah expressed dismay over the fact that not only history books written in medieval period but also the history penned down during colonial and post independence eras do not throw much light upon her. In fact, Chand Bibi’s valour and military adventures are confined to the stories which used to be part of syllabus, she remarked.
Dr. Ameena Tahseen, Head of Women Education Department welcomed the guest and the Programme was presided over by Dr. Danish Moin, Head of History Department. The programme was attended by 50-60 people including students, faculty and guests.

Dr. Parveen Qamar, faculty of Women Education performed the duties of the coordinator of the event while Dr. P. Khalid, faculty from History department formally delivered the Vote of thanks.